board, he walked home again to eat his supper and to study. Robie Lamp
and he were still 'chums' though other associations now drew the youth
away from Rpbie, for Robert Lamp had not entered the university! It
made such a difference in those days!
The retrospect of university years is mostly duU pain. Thought of poverty
and struggle, pathos of a broken home, unsatisfied longings, humiliations
—frustration. Mathematics excepted, there seemed little meaning in the
studies. At least mathematics 'worked'. But mathematics was taught by
Professor Van Velzer, an academic little man with side-whiskers who had
no feeling for romance in his subject, A subject when rightly apprehended
most romantic. Music itself but sublimated mathematics.
Consequently the punctilio of the conscientious little professor opened
for his pupil the stupendous fact that two plus two equal four. Is it un-
reasonable to suppose that a professor of mathematics should be a poet?
Or a civil engineer be a creative composer of symphonies?
French? Miss Lucy Gay, a charming honest person whom everyone
loved and respected, taught him that. He read the 'Romance of the Poor
Young Man/ 4Le Cid,' etc.
English Composition was taught him by Professor Freeman. A hand-
some gentleman, deeply afflicted, so it seemed, by a too strong expression
of professional dignity.
The youth yearned to read and write his own language—yearned to
speak it—supremely well. He had no chance, under the pompous pro-
fessor. His compositions were all marked 'good', 'thought excellent', when
he already knew both to be dishwater. And barring the correction of gross
grammatical errors, which he seldom made anyway, what did he get from
that 'marking' business? Merely nothing with less subtracted for pleasure
or good-measure. English to this day remains more or less a mystery. He
was never taught just why English is English—just what it is that makes
it English as distinguished from all other languages and what its peculiar
and individual resources are. What its limitations are, and how they may
be turned to advantages. He was left to find out for himself if he could,
and without material.
The hungry student read at this time, at home, Carlyle's Sanor
Resartus, Heroes and Hero Worship, Past and Present, the father's calf-
bound copy of Plutarch's Lives, Raskin's Fors Clavigera, Modern Painters,
Stones of Venice (gift of Aunt Nell and Jane), Morris's Sigurd the Foisting,
and Shelley, Goethe's Wilhelm Meister, a little of William Blake, Les
Miserables, Viollet-le-Duc's Raisonne de Varchitecture. But he doesn't
know in the least what he read in the school course.
Professors Conover and Storm Bull were the engineers to whom he re-
ported; they looked over his work in Stereotomy, Graphic Statics, Analy-
tical and Descriptive Geometry. All as painfully spread hy him upon his
drawing-board in the drafting room in the old dormitory on the hillside
campus. But it was with Professor Conover, in that practice of his, that
the youth really learned most.
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